tRNA structure from a graph and quantum theoretical perspective.
One of the objectives of theoretical biochemistry is to find a suitable representation of molecules allowing us to encode what we know about their structures, interactions and reactivity. Particularly, tRNA structure is involved in some processes like aminoacylation and genetic code translation, and for this reason these molecules represent a biochemical object of the utmost importance requiring characterization. We propose here two fundamental aspects for characterizing and modeling them. The first takes into consideration the connectivity patterns, i.e. the set of linkages between atoms or molecular fragments (a key tool for this purpose is the use of graph theory), and the second one requires the knowledge of some properties related to the interactions taking place within the molecule, at least in an approximate way, and perhaps of its reactivity in certain means. We used quantum mechanics to achieve this goal; specifically, we have used partial charges as a manifestation of the reply to structural changes. These charges were appropriately modified to be used as weighted factors for elements constituting the molecular graph. This new graph-tRNA context allow us to detect some structure-function relationships.